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Abstract
We develop an incremental algorithm to compute the Newton polytope of the resultant,
aka resultant polytope, or its orthogonal projection along a given direction. Given n + 1
polynomials in n variables, expressed by their supports in Zn , the Cayley trick defines a new
pointset A ⊂ Z2n . Its regular triangulations can be realized as vertices of the secondary
polytope of A; we consider an equivalence relation on the secondary vertices based on the
volume of mixed simplices of the corresponding triangulations. The class representatives
are vertices of the resultant polytope. Alternatively, the latter is a Minkowski summand
of the secondary polytope. Our algorithm avoids walking on the secondary polytope, and
is output-sensitive in the sense that it computes one regular triangulation per equivalence
class.
Our method computes both V- and H-representations of the polytope in the exact computation model. The code is CGAL-based, and also yields a triangulation of the polytope,
which is useful for the targeted applications; it is shown to be competitive to recent software
implementing tropical geometry. The resultant is the most fundamental tool in variable
elimination and is instrumental in implicitizing parametric hypersurfaces: our code computes the Newton polytope of a bicubic surface’s implicit equation in 30 msec, whereas
the secondary polytope is intractable. It runs in the order of seconds or minutes in computing projections of resultant polytopes in 5-8 dimensions, hence we expect that it leads
to competitive algorithms for interpolating such resultants; the projection corresponds to
specializing some of the resultant’s parameters.
Keywords. regular triangulation, mixed subdivision, secondary polytope, general dimension, Newton polytope, resultant, practical complexity, CGAL implementation
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Introduction

Given pointsets A0 , . . . , An ⊂ Zn , we define the Cayley pointset
A :=

n
[

(Ai × {ei }) ⊂ Z2n ,

(1)

i=0

where ei are an affine basis of Rn , e.g. e0 = 0, ei = (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0), i ≥ 1. Clearly,
|A| = |A0 | + · · · + |An |, where | · | denotes cardinality. By Cayley’s trick, the regular mixed
subdivisions of the Minkowski sum A0 + · · · + An are in bijection with the regular triangulations
of A. The latter are the vertices of the secondary polytope Σ(A) of A.
The Newton polytope of a polynomial is the convex hull of its support, i.e. the exponent
vectors corresponding to monomials with nonzero coefficient. Given n + 1 polynomials in n
variables, with fixed supports Ai and symbolic coefficients, their sparse (or toric) resultant R is
∗
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a polynomial in these coefficients which vanishes exactly when the polynomials have a common
root. The resultant is the most fundamental tool in elimination theory, and is instrumental
in system solving; it is also important in implicitizing parametric hypersurfaces. The Newton
polytope of the resultant, or resultant polytope, is the object of our study, especially when some
of the input coefficients are not symbolic, in which case we seek a projection of the resultant
polytope.
We exploit an equivalence relation defined on the secondary vertices, whose representatives
are vertices of a polytope which is strongly isomorphic (in the same affine space, with same normal fan) to the resultant polytope. Alternatively, the resultant polytope is strongly isomorphic
to a Minkowski summand of the secondary polytope. The resultant polytope is much smaller
than the secondary polytope, hence the naive approach of computing the former from the latter
is largely inefficient.
Example 1. A standard benchmark in geometric modeling is the implicitization of the bicubic
surface defined by 3 polynomials in 2 parameters; the supports have cardinalities 7,6,14, and
total degrees 3,3,6, respectively. This yields A ⊂ Z4 with 27 points. TOPCOM needs more than
a day to compute 1, 806, 467 regular triangulations which correspond to 29 resultant vertices
using 9GB of RAM, and crashes. Our algorithm yields the vertices of a 3-dimensional projection
of the resultant polytope in 30msec: {(0, 0, 1), (0, 1, 0), (1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 9), (0, 18, 0), (18, 0, 0)}.
Our main contribution is the design of an output-sensitive algorithm for computing the
Newton polytope of R, or of specializations of R. The algorithm computes both vertex- and
facet-representations of the output polytope, which is important for the targeted applications.
Its incremental nature implies that we also obtain a triangulation of the polytope, which is
useful for counting or enumerating its lattice points in subsequent applications. The complexity
is proportional to the number of output vertices; our approach needs to compute as many
regular triangulations of A. We actually work in the space of the projected resultant polytope
and revert to the high-dimensional space of secondary polytopes only whenever needed.
We conclude with an efficient implementation based on CGAL, comparisons with a tropical approach, and several experiments. Our method is particularly efficient when the output
polytope lies in ≤ 5 dimensions, with typical runtimes in the range of seconds. For up to 7
dimensions, our implementation runs in the range of minutes for inputs with a few tens of
points.
The number of coefficients of the n + 1 polynomials ranges from 2n + 2 to O(nd dn ), where
d bounds the total degree of the polynomials. Typically, one does not need to compute R as a
polynomial with all coefficients being indeterminate. In important applications, such as system
solving and implicitization of parametric hypersurfaces, one computes R when all but O(n) of
the coefficients are specialized to constants. The lattice points in the resultant polytope yield a
superset of the support of R; this reduces implicitization to sparse interpolation. It also greatly
enhances existing methods for computing R, whose bottleneck is determinant interpolation, see
[CLO05, DE05]. Deterministic sparse interpolation requires a bound τ on support cardinality,
and runs in O(t3 δm log m + τ 3 ), where δ bounds the output degree per variable, t is the actual
support cardinality, and m the number of variables [BOT88]. For resultant matrices, we perform
structured matrix operations in O∗ (τ 2 ) [CKL89]. Here, O∗ (·) implies that polylog factors have
been ignored.
The roadmap of the paper is as follows. We next refer to related work. Sect. 2 describes the
combinatorics of resultants, and the following section presents our algorithm. Sect. 4 discusses
the implementation and experimental results. We conclude with future work.
Previous Work. The computation of secondary polytopes has been efficiently implemented
in TOPCOM [Ram02], which has been the reference software for computing regular or all
triangulations. It computes all Orientation determinants that will be needed and stores their
3

signs, i.e. computes the pointset’s chirotope. Clearly, the approach is limited by space usage.
To address this, reverse search was proposed [IMTI02], but the implementation cannot compete
with TOPCOM.
The foundations of toric (or sparse) elimination were laid in [GKZ94], where the discriminant
of a multivariate polynomial with support A is studied: its Newton polytope is shown to be a
Minkowski summand of Σ(A). Since sparse resultants are special instances of discriminants, the
same holds for the resultant polytope. In [GKZ90] they describe the face lattice of the Newton
polytope
 of the resultant of two univariate polynomials of degrees d0 , d1 : in particular, it has
d0 +d1
vertices and d0 d1 + 3 facets.
d0
In [Stu94], Σ(A) is shown to be strongly isomorphic to a fiber polytope defined by the input supports, and the resultant polytope is shown to be a Minkowski summand of the latter.
The same work associates to the resultant edges certain bistellar flips. Our attempt to compute resultant polytopes based on this approach did not lead to efficient algorithms [EFK10].
In [Stu94, sec.6] is proven that the only planar resultant polytope is the triangle, whereas the
only 3-dimensional ones are the tetrahedron, the square-based pyramid, and the polytope of
two univariate quadratics.
In [MC00] they describe all Minkowski summands of Σ(A). In [MV99], the authors define
an equivalence class over secondary vertices having the same mixed cells. These classes map
in a many-to-one fashion to resultant vertices; our algorithm exploits a stronger equivalence
relationship.
Tropical geometry is a new and very active combinatorial approach to algebraic geometry
which, in some sense, generalizes toric elimination. In [JY11] they develop two algorithms
to compute the resultant of tropical polynomials, which coincides with the tropicalization of
R. The latter corresponds to the union of codimension-one cones in the normal fan of N (R).
Assuming R defines a hypersurface, their best method for computing N (R) is based on a
description of the tropical resultant as a union of (possibly overlapping)Then, they compute
the normal cones to the vertices of N (R). This approach also computes tropicalizations of
specialized resultants.

2

The combinatorics of resultants

We introduce tools from combinatorial geometry [LRS10, Zie95] to describe resultants [CLO05,
DE05, GKZ94]. Let vol(·) denote Euclidean volume, (Rm )× the linear m-dimensional functionals, and CH(·) the convex hull operation.
Let A ⊂ Rd be any pointset with dim(CH(A)) = d. For any triangulation T of A, define
vector φT ∈ R|A| with coordinate, for a ∈ A:
X
φT (a) =
vol(σ) ∈ N,
(2)
σ∈T :a∈σ

summing over all simplices σ ∈ T having a as a vertex; Σ(A) is the convex hull of φT for all
triangulations T . Now consider regular triangulations of A: these are obtained by projecting
the upper (or lower) hull of the pointset lifted to Rd+1 via a generic lifting function in (R|A| )× .
Proposition 1. [GKZ94] The dimension of Σ(A) is |A|−d−1. The vertices of Σ(A) correspond
to the regular triangulations of A, while its face lattice corresponds to the poset of regular
(polyhedral) subdivisions of A, ordered by refinement.
A lifting produces regular triangulation T iff the corresponding vector lies in the normal cone
of vertex φT of Σ(A). A lifting produces a regular subdivision iff the vector lies in the normal
cone of the corresponding face of Σ(A).
The family A0 , . . . , An ⊂ Zn is essential if they jointly affinely span Zn and every subset of
cardinality j, 1 ≤ j < n, spans a space of dimension ≥ j. In the sequel, the input A0 , . . . , An ⊂
4

Zn is supposed to be essential. Let P0 , . . . , Pn ⊂ Rn be their convex hulls, and
P = P0 + · · · + Pn
be their Minkowski
Pn sum. A Minkowski (maximal) cell of P is any full-dimensional convex
polytope P
B = i=0 Bi , where each Bi is a convex polytope with vertices in Ai . Minkowski cells
B, B 0 = ni=0 Bi0 intersect properly when Bi ∩ Bi0 is a face of both and their Minkowski sum
descriptions are compatible, i.e. coincide on the common face.
Definition 1. A mixed subdivision of P is any family of Minkowski cells which partition P
and intersect properly. A cell is called i-mixed or vi -mixed, if it is the Minkowski sum of n
one-dimensional segments from Pj , j 6= i, and vertex vi ∈ Pi .
Mixed subdivisions contain faces of all dimensions between 0 and n, the maximum dimension
corresponding to cells. Every face of a mixed subdivision of P has a unique description as
Minkowski sum of Bi ⊂ Pi . A mixed subdivision is called regular if it is obtained as the
projection of the upper (or lower) hull of the Minkowski sum of lifted polytopes {(pi , wi (pi )) | pi ∈
Pi }, for lifting wi : Pi → R. If the lifting function w
{w0 . . . , wn } is P
sufficiently generic, then
P:=
n
the induced mixed subdivision is called tight, and i=0 dim Bi = dim ni=0 Bi , for every cell.
Given A0 , . . . , An we define the Cayley pointset A ⊂ Z2n as in equation (1).
Proposition 2. [The Cayley Trick] [GKZ94] There exist bijections between: (a) the regular tight
mixed subdivisions of P and the regular triangulations of A, (b) the tight mixed subdivisions of
P and the triangulations of A, (c) the mixed subdivisions of P and the polyhedral subdivisions
of A.
Definition 2. Let A0 , . . . , An ⊂ Zn be an essential family of sets, and f0 , . . . , fn ∈ C[x1 , . . . , xn ]
polynomials with these supports and symbolic coefficients cij , i = 0, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , |Ai |:
X
cij xa , xa = xa11 · · · xann .
fi =
a∈Ai

The sparse (or toric) resultant of the fi ’s is a polynomial, defined up to sign,
R ∈ Z [ cij : i = 0, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , |Ai | ] ,
vanishing iff f0 = f1 = · · · = fn = 0 has a common root in (C∗ )n , C∗ = C \ {0}.
This is the single most important object in several important algebraic algorithms. For
linear systems, R equals the determinant of the (n + 1) × (n + 1) coefficient matrix. For n = 1,
R is known as Sylvester’s resultant. Moreover, the discriminant of an n-variate polynomial
F (x1 , . . . , xn ) differs by a power product of coefficients from the resultant of F, ∂F/∂x1 , . . . , ∂F/∂xn .
Let us focus on 3 important applications. The first concerns interpolation of the resultant
as a polynomial in all input coefficients.
Example 2. Let f0 = a2 x2 + a1 x + a0 , f1 = b1 x2 + b0 , with supports A0 = 2, 1, 0, A1 = 1, 0.
Their (Sylvester) resultant is a polynomial in a2 , a1 , a0 , b1 , b0 . Our algorithm computes its Newton polytope with vertices (0, 2, 0, 1, 1), (0, 0, 2, 2, 0), (2, 0, 0, 0, 2); it contains 4 lattice points,
corresponding to 4 potential monomials a21 b1 b0 , a20 b21 , a2 a0 b1 b0 , a22 b20 . There is a parameterization of resultants [Kap91], which yields: a2 = (2t1 + t2 )t23 t4 , a1 = (−2t1 − 2t2 )t3 t4 , a0 =
t2 t4 , b1 = −t1 t23 t5 , b0 = t1 t5 , where t = (t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 , t5 ) are parameters. We substitute these
expressions to the monomials, evaluate at 4 sufficiently random t’s, and obtain a matrix whose
kernel vector (1, 1, −2, 1) yileds R = a21 b1 b0 + a20 b21 − 2a2 a0 b1 b0 + a22 b20 .
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The second application concerns polynomial system solving by means of the Rational Univariate Representation (RUR) of all common roots [BPR03]. Given f1 , . . . , fn ∈ C[x1 , . . . , xn ],
we define an overconstrained system by adding a linear polynomial u0 + u1 x1 + · · · + un xn with
symbolic ui ’s. If all coefficients cij , i ≥ 1, take specific values, the resultant of the new system
Ru is the u-resultant. If the common roots of f1 = · · · = fn = 0 are isolated, denoted by
ri = (ri1 , . . . , rin ), then
Y
Ru = c
(u0 + u1 ri1 + · · · + un rin )mi , c ∈ C∗ ,
ri

where mi is the multiplicity of ri . Computing Ru is the bottleneck of RUR.
Example 3. Let f1 = x21 + x22 − 4, f2 = x1 − x2 + 2, and f0 = u0 + u1 x1 + u2 x2 . Our algorithm computes a polygon with vertices {(2, 0, 0), (0, 2, 0), (0, 0, 2)}, which contains N (Ru ) =
CH{(2, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0), (1, 0, 1), (0, 1, 1)}. The coefficient specialization is not generic, hence
N (Ru ) is strictly contained in the computed polygon. Proceeding as in Example 2, Ru =
2u20 + 4u0 u1 − 4u0 u2 − 8u1 u2 , which factors as 2(u0 + 2u1 )(u0 − 2u2 ).
The third application comes from geometric modeling, where:
yi = fi (x), i = 0, . . . , n, x = (x1 , . . . , xn ) ∈ Ω ⊂ Rn
defines a parametric hypersurface over domain Ω. Many applications require the equivalent
implicit representation of the (hyper)surface as the zero-set of a polynomial F (y1 , . . . , yn ) = 0.
This amounts to eliminating x from the overconstrained system yi − fi (x), where the yi ’s belong
to the coefficient field. Hence, it is crucial to compute the resultant of yi − fi (x), i = 0, . . . , n,
when all coefficients are specialized except for the yi ’s. The Newton polytope of F is contained
in the orthogonal projection of the resultant polytope of yi − fi (x), projected to the n + 1
coordinates corresponding to the yi ’s; cf. Example 5, and [EKK11].
Example 4. A practical implicitization problem concerns a surface whose parametric expressions have total degrees 9, 9, 6, respectively. This yields a pointset A with 60 points in
R4 . Our algorithm yields 6 vertices of the 3-dimensional projection of the resultant polytope:
{(0, 0, 1), (0, 1, 0), (2, 0, 0), (0, 0, 36), (0, 36, 0), (36, 0, 0)} in 0.09 seconds.
Resultant polytopes. The Newton polytope N (R) of R is a lattice polytope called resultant
polytope. Any monomial corresponding to a vertex of N (R) is an extreme term of R.
Proposition 3. [GKZ94, Stu94] For a sufficiently generic lifting function w ∈ (R|A| )× , the
w-extreme monomial of R has an exponent vector which maximizes inner product with w. This
monomial equals
n Y
Y
vol(σ)
±
ci,vi ,
(3)
i=0 σ

where σ ranges over all vi -mixed cells of the regular tight mixed subdivision of P induced by w,
and ci,vi is the coefficient of monomial xvi in fi .
Example 5. Let f0 := c00 −c01 x1 x2 , f1 := c10 −c11 x1 x22 , f2 := c20 −c21 x21 , with Newton polygons
in fig. 1. The Ai ’s form an essential set, so R = −c400 c211 c21 + c401 c210 c20 . The Minkowski sum of
the 3 Newton polygons has 2 mixed subdivisions yielding the extreme terms of R.
If T is the corresponding regular triangulation, via the Cayley trick, we denote by ρT ∈ N|A|
the exponent of this monomial. There exists a many-to-one surjection from secondary vertices
to extreme monomials of R. One defines an equivalence relationship on all regular tight mixed
subdivisions, where equivalent subdivisions yield the same monomial in R. Thus, equivalent
vertices of Σ(A) correspond to the same resultant vertex.
6
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Figure 1: Left: Dashed are the Newton polygons of fully dense polynomials of same total degree.
Right: Mixed subdivisions giving the extreme terms of R.

Proposition 4. [GKZ94, MC00, Stu94] N (R) is Minkowski summand of a polytope which is
strongly isomorphic to Σ(A). Both Σ(A), N (R) have dimension |A| − 2n − 1.
Consider any vector w ∈ (R|A| )× lying in the union of outer-normal cones of equivalent
vertices of Σ(A). They all project to the same resultant vertex, whose outer-normal cone
contains w; this also defines an w-extremal resultant monomial. If w is non-generic, it specifies
a sum of extremal monomials in R, known as an initial form. This has Newton polytope equal
to a face of N (R), whose open outer-normal cone contains w; this face is a Minkowski summand
of a face of Σ(A) whose open outer-normals cone contains w.

3

The resultant polytope projection algorithm

This section describes our algorithm for computing the Newton polytope of a specialization of
the resultant, where some cij remain symbolic whereas all others take values. It is possible that
all cij remain symbolic and the set of specialized coefficients is empty. A specialization of the
resultant corresponds to an orthogonal projection of the resultant polytope in a space of lower
dimension.
Any projection of the resultant polytope could be computed naively by applying Prop. 3,
and projecting the polytope. This is extremely inefficient even for small systems. Instead, we
propose an algorithm that efficiently computes directly this orthogonal projection.
Let Q denote the lattice polytope defined as the orthogonal projection of N (R) in some
m-dimensional space, m < |A| − 2n − 1:
π : R|A| → Rm : N (R) 7→ Q.
Wlog, this is the subspace of the first m coordinates. We first present the core procedures
of our algorithm: the construction of a regular subdivision of a pointset given a linear lifting
(Alg. 1) which essentially is a procedure that computes the lower hull of the lifted pointset
and the construction of a placing triangulation (Alg. 2). Our algorithm also uses a incremental
procedure (conv in Alg.4) that computes the convex hull of a pointset. We then describe the
algorithm for computing a single vertex of Q (or a point on its boundary), extreme wrt a given
w ∈ (Rm )× .
Algorithm 1: reg subdivision (A, w)
Input : pointset A, vector w ∈ (Rm )×
Output: the regular subdivision of A wrt the lifting w
Ae ← { (ai , wi ) | i ∈ {1, |A|} }
π : R|A|+1 → R|A| ;
e ∩ A)
e
S ← π(lower hull(A)
return S

/* discards the last coordinate */
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Algorithm 2: placing triang (A, J)
Input : pointset A, a set of labels J = {1, . . . , |A|}
Output: the placing triangulation of A for the ordering given by J
T ←∅
foreach a ∈ A with order given by J do
if a ∈
/ T then
T ← T ∪ {B ∪ {a} | B ∈ T and is visible from a}
return T
Algorithm 3: VertexQ (A, w, π)
Input : pointset A, vector w ∈ (Rm )× , projection π
Output: a lattice pointon the boundary ∂Q of Q, extremal in the direction of w
w
b ← (w, ~0) ∈ (R|A| )×
S ← reg subdivision(A, w)
b
foreach s ∈ S do
if s not simplex and dim(s) = dim(S) then
T ← T ∪ placing triang(s, {1, . . . , |s|})
else T ← T ∪ s
compute ρT ∈ Nm by formula (3) of Prop. 3 using the mixed subdivision corresponding
(by the Cayley trick) to T
return π(ρT )

For preprocessing, we apply:
Lemma 5. [JY11, lem.3.20] If aij ∈ Ai corresponds to a specialized coefficient of fi , and lies in
the convex hull of the other points in Ai corresponding to specialized coefficients, then removing
aij from Ai does not change the Newton polytope of the specialized resultant.
A simple initialization of W in the first step of Alg. 4 is W = {±ei | i = {1, . . . , m}} with
the 2m vectors of the standard basis of (Rm )× . For Q0 computed in this step it may hold that
dim(Q0 ) 6= dim(Q). To overcome this, we add into W normals perpendicular to the affine hull
of Q0 . Thus, we ensure dim(Q0 ) = dim(Q) after step 1.
Lemma 6. Triangulation T constructed in Alg. 3 is regular, and corresponds to some secondary
vertex φT which maximizes inner product with w.
b
Proof. The subdivision S constructed in Alg. 3 corresponds to a face of Σ(A) whose outer
normal is w.
b T is clearly a triangulation and T = S iff S is tight, in which case it corresponds
to a secondary vertex which, by construction, maximizes inner product with w.
b If S is not tight,
since S is regular, any regular subdivision of a cell s in S yields an overall regular subdivision.
Note that Alg. 2 induces a regular triangulation on s, i.e. every placing triangulation is regular.
Further, w
b is outer normal to some face f ⊂ Σ(A), dim(f ) ≥ 1. T corresponds to a vertex
of Σ(A): Since it is a refinement of S, this is a vertex of f , hence it belongs to the vertex set
maximizing inner product with w.
b
Now we prove the correctness of Alg. 4.
Lemma 7. In Alg. 4, v 6∈ F ⇔ F is illegal.
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Algorithm 4: ComputeQ (A0 , . . . , An , π)
Input : pointsets A0 , . . . , An ⊂ Zn generating Zn , projection π
Output: the projection Q of the N (R) wrt π
A ← Cayley(A0 , . . . , An )
// Initialization phase
W ← {w | w ∈ (Rm )× }
Q←∅
foreach w ∈ W do
v ← VertexQ(A, w)
Q ← conv(Q, v)
// Incremental phase
foreach F ∈ Q do legal(F ) ← f alse; ;
foreach F ∈ Q and legal(F ) = f alse do
w is the normalized outer normal vector of F
if w ∈
/ W then
W ←W ∪w
v ← VertexQ(A, w)
if v ∈
/ Q then
Q0 ← conv(Q, v)
foreach F ∈
/ {Q0 \ Q} do legal(F ) ← f alse
0
Q←Q
else legal(F ) ← true

/* F is a facet of Q */

return Q

Proof. Let v = π(ρT ) =VertexQ(A, w), where T is a triangulation refining subdivision S in
Alg. 3. It is clear that if v 6∈ F , then v 6∈ Q0 , hence F is illegal and v ∈ ∂Q is extremal wrt w.
To prove the other direction, suppose that v lies in F ⊂ Q0 . Let f, f 0 be the faces of Σ(A)
and N (R), respectively, wrt the normal vector w.
b By the proof of Lem. 6, φT ∈ f , hence
0
0
ρT ∈ f . Now, the supporting hyperplanes of f, f lie in the subspace R|A|−m of R|A| , which is
complementary to Rm and parallel to the projection π. Hence, π(ρT 0 ) of every resultant vertex
ρT 0 in f 0 lies also in F , and π(f 0 ) = F , which shows that F is a facet of Q, hence legal.
It follows from Lemma 6 that Alg. 3 computes a point on tha boundary of the projection π
of the secondary polytope and thus of Q.
Corollary 8. All points computed by Alg. 4 lay on ∂Q.
This proof implies that any triangulation T , computed in step 2 of Alg. 3, is good to
determine whether a facet F ⊂ Q0 wrt normal w is a facet of Q or not.
Complexity analysis. We now bound the asymptotic time complexity of our algorithm. We
can use a balanced search tree, such as the red-black tree with logarithmic search and insertion
time as a data structure to represent W . Thus, checking w ∈
/ W and updating W = W ∪ w
takes O(log |W |). Given some w
b ∈ R2n+1 , Alg. 3 lifts A, computes its upper hull, and projects it
to R2n in order to obtain a regular triangulation of A. The complexity lies in O∗ (|A|b(2n+1)/2c ),
which is the complexity of computing the upper hull.
Alg. 4 given a vector w at every step (initialization or incremental), uses Alg. 3 to compute
a lattice point on the boundary ∂Q of Q, extremal in the direction of w. Thus, it either (a) finds
a new vertex of Q, (b) finds a lattice point on a face of Q, or (c) concludes that a facet of Q is
9

legal. Thus, the number of steps is bounded by the number of lattice points on the boundary
∂Q of Q, which also bounds the number of facets in Q. The asymptotic time complexity of
Alg. 4 becomes:
O∗ (|∂Q ∩ Zm | · |A|n ) .
This bound is essentially output sensitive, since |∂Q ∩ Zm | is related to the volume vol(Q) or
the number of lattice points in Q. In the following section we show that in practice the above
statement holds.
The total time complexity of a convex hull algorithm is a function in the number of vertices
of the input and facets of the output that bounds the running time of the algorithm. It is
known that any incremental convex hull algorithm has a worst-case super-polynomial total
time complexity [Bre96]. The beneath-beyond algorithm constructs a placing triangulation of
Q for some ordering of the input points. The algorithm’s complexity is bounded by the size of
the constructed triangulation. The maximum size of a triangulation of a d dimensional polytope
with n vertices is O(nb(d+1)/2c ) [Sta96]. Thus, beneath-beyond has worst-case exponential total
time complexity for Q.

4

Implementation and Experiments

We implement Alg. 4 in C++ to compute the projection of N (R) in Rm ; our code can be
obtained from http://respol.sourceforge.net. We mainly use CGAL [CGA], including its
experimental package Triangulation for triangulations in general dimensional spaces; it was
shown to be the fastest in up to 6 dimensions [BDH09]. It provides the same functionality as
CGAL lower-dimensional triangulation packages, with many algorithmic improvements and a
new efficient triangulation data structure. We modified it in order to benefit from the hashed
determinants scheme of [EFP11].
We use Triangulation to compute regular triangulations in 2n + 1 dimensions in Alg. 3, as
well as to maintain the projection of the resultant polytope. All convex hull computations in
the algorithm are incremental and maintain a polytope where both boundary and interior are
triangulated. Thus, projecting the upper hull in Alg. 2 always results in a triangulation.
We perform an experimental analysis of our algorithm on an Intel Core i5-2400 3.1GHz,
with 6MB L2 cache and 8GB RAM running 64-bit Debian GNU/Linux. We start by comparing
our algorithm with the naive one that uses TOPCOM to enumerate all regular triangulations,
applies Prop. 3 to compute the vertices of N (R), then projects. Until recently, this was the only
efficient implementation for computing an arbitrary projection of N (R) without computing the
resultant polynomial. Example 1 shows that this method is quite inefficient.
As a next step we design experiments parameterized on: the total number of input points
|A|, the dimension n of the original pointsets Ai , and the dimension of the projection space
m. Recall that the algorithm computes regular triangulations in dimension 2n + 1 and the
projection of N (R) in dimension m.
First, we examine our algorithm on random inputs for the implicitization and the u-resultant
problems. We fix a degree δ and select random lattice points in the triangle (0, 0), (0, δ), (δ, 0)
(including its vertices) to generate dense inputs, and lattice points in the square (0, 0), (0, δ/2),
(δ/2, 0), (δ/2, δ/2) to generate sparse inputs.
Recall that for implicitization m = n + 1 which corresponds to the constant term of each
polynomial, i.e. point (0, . . . , 0) in each input support. Similarly, when computing the uresultant polytope, m = n + 1 but now the non-specialized coefficients all come from the linear
polynomial f0 , i.e. the points (1, . . . , 0), . . . , (0, . . . , 1) ∈ A0 . Thus, in these problems the only
free parameters are |A| and n. The graph in Fig. 2 (left) shows the execution time of our
algorithm as a function of |A| when n = 2. Note that |A| < 60 and n = 2 for both the
implicitization challenges (see Examps. 1 and 4) and all the implicitization problems discussed
in [EKK11], which means that we can compute their resultant polytopes in less than a second.
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Finally, we examine the effect of the hashed determinants method [EFP11] to the execution
time of our algorithm. Fig. 2 (right) shows an impressive gain when n = 2. For n > 2 this
method allows our algorithm to compute instances of the problem that would be intractable
otherwise.
Emphasizing more on the structure of m = n + 1 problems, Fig. 3,4 illustrates the behaviour
of our algorithm when n increases. In these graphs the y axis are in logarithmic scale. We
can observe that Fig. 3 (left) shows that execution time as a function of the input becomes
exponential when n > 3. However, Fig. 4 shows that the object we compute becomes exponential
in the size of the input when n > 3 and Fig. 3 (right) that the execution time of our algorithm
seems to be polynomial as a function to the output. That is, the exponential behaviour for n > 3
is because it has to compute an exponentially large object. This discussion gives evidences that
our algorithm is also output-sensitive in practice. Finally, we perform some experiments for
m > n + 1 which corresponds to arbitrary specialized resultants. The table in Fig. 4 (right)
shows the limits of out implementation. By fixing n, m it shows the largest |A| that we can
compute (timings varying from minutes to an hour).
10
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Figure 2: Comparisons tests for n = 2 (left). Performance comparisons for hashing versus non
hashing determinants when n = 2 (right).
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Figure 3: Performance of proposed algorithm for n = 2, 3, 4 as a function of input (left) and
output (right). The y-axis are in logarithmic scale.

Comparing algorithms. We compare the implementation of our algorithm against the implementation of tropical algorithms in [JY11]. The comparison is based on the set of examples
((a) - (i)) appearing in [JY11], but their tests are performed on a slightly faster machine (3.1GHz
vs 2.66GHz). Examples (f,h) correspond to the bicubic surface with or without internal points.
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Figure 4: The output (number of Resultant polytope’s vertices) as a function of the input (left).
The largest |A| for fixed n, m that we can perform computations (right).
In each example we report only the timing of their best performing method, see Table 1. Our
code seems faster in medium dimensions but slower to higher dimensions, probably due to the
data-structure we compute, which includes a triangulation, hence several internal cells.
example
a
b
c
d
e
f
h
i

tropical(secs)
1.4
6
55
0.7
1.3
0.4
2.6
184

ResPol(secs)
1.32
16.19
89.39
0.27
1.24
0.03
1.2
358.31

Table 1: Comparison of our implementation to that of [JY11].

5

Future work

We conclude with ideas for future improvements. When F turns out to be illegal and T 6= T 0 ,
can we use T 0 to define a resultant face of positive dimension and enlarge Q0 faster? One
heuristic is to choose a subset of the Q0 vertices (or edges) “covering” all the facets. We apply
Alg. 3 to these vertices, which are fewer than the facets. We pick w (in the normal cone of each
vertex) and hope it extends many incident facets. This is a fast heuristic for extending illegal
faces and facets, especially when new vertices lie far from the facets. If we cannot extend Q0 ,
this does not imply the adjacent facets are legal.
In order to study experimentally the size of placing triangulations of Q, but also in order to
assess our choice of CGAL, we compare the execution time of 4 convex hull packages relying on
exact arithmetic: (a) cdd implements the double description method based on Fourier-Motzkin
elimination [Fuk08], (b) lrs [Avi98] implements revearch search [AF91], and is especially efficient with simple polytopes, (c) BeneathBeyond implemented in Polymake [GJ01], with random
order typically being the best insertion strategy [Jos03], (d) CGAL [BDH09] implements the randomized incremental algorithm of [CMS93], with a biased randomized insertion order. The last
two also maintain a triangulation of the polytope. All packages can be called as a library. However, only the CGAL implementation offers a function for adding points one by one. CGAL
triangulates the sphere of the same dimension as the polytope, by keeping a point at infinity
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connected to all polytope vertices. In our case, every new point conflicts with at least one cell
having the point at infinity as vertex.
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